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Description:

Discover a gripping and harrowing tale of war and torture from the man who lived it in this powerful memoir by the celebrated war journalist who
not only documented over a dozen conflict zones worldwide but was also captured and held hostage by Syrian rebels in 2013.Capturing history
was Jonathan Alpeyrie’s job but he never expected to become a news story himself. For a decade, the French American photojournalist had
weaved in and out of over a dozen conflict zones. He photographed civilians being chased out of their homes, military trucks roving over bullet torn
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battlefields, and too many bodies to count. But on April 29, 2013, during his third assignment to Syria, Alpeyrie was betrayed by his fixer and
handed over to a band of Syrian rebels.For eighty one days he was bound, blindfolded, and beaten. Not too far away, President Bashar
al Assad’s forces and those in opposition continued their bitter and bloody civil war. Over the course of his captivity, Alpeyrie kept his spirits up
and strove to see, without his camera lenses, the humanity in his captors. He took part in their activities, taught them how to swim, prayed with
them, and tried learning their language and culture. He also discovered a dormant faith within himself, one that strengthened him throughout the
ordeal.The Shattered Lens is the firsthand account of a photojournalist who has always answered the next adrenaline pumping assignment. Yet,
during his headline making kidnapping, he was left to consider the value and risks of his career, ponder the violent conflicts he had seen, and put
the historical events over which we have no control into perspective.

Yes, this is one of those books which people need to read more of to find out what can happens to Westerners in such a hot spot place--Syria.
And this happened in 2013. Its now 2018 and is a completely war-torn, dangerous country for anyone there.I cant imagine what this war
photographer went through--trying to do a job, and as soon as he turns around he is kidnapped. Thus remains the un-clarity of whom his captives
are. What do they want for/from him? Apparently the captors were Syrian Rebels (whom he did want to meet and connect with via their side of
the war to begin with, though that not happening with this group). To sell him to another group? Mr. Alpeyrie went through these questions,
knowing that special forces (he has duel citizenship with France and U.S.A) were not going to break down his door any time soon. But, the story
moves along and he finds whom he can bet on and whom he cant for his captors. He has time to characterize them, as well as to study his
surroundings, once allowed outdoor privileges, if ever the chance of escape.Of course he was freed or else he could not have told his story. But
that was quite an unusual way.I think you will be surprised as to how his life continues on as a war photographer (I was).I recommend this book to
you for learning more about kidnappings on foreign soil. I hope a lot of journalists know about this story before trusting the wrong people while
covering war-torn countries such as in Syria. But again, thank God there are those HEROS, who do report for us!This is the way in which we
learn the intricate details about another nation that is so foreign and a foe to ours, that is very rarely covered in news stories.Books like these give
me a handle on how my government handles hostel nation crisiss i.e. humanitarian issues, what they bomb, boots on uncharted ground, refugee
issues, and what happens between our countries. Its one of the issues I think of when preparing to vote for those in Washington. Great book to
learn from.
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